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The Problem of Educa1on: Educa%on is not widely regarded as a problem,
although the lack of it is.
The conven%onal wisdom holds that all educa%on is good, and the more of
that one has, the be<er.
The truth is that without signiﬁcant precau%ons, educa%on can equip people
merely to be more eﬀec%ve vandals of the earth.
If one listens carefully, it may even be possible to hear the Crea%on groans
every year in late May when another batch of smart, degree-holding, but
ecologically illiterate, Homo sapiens who are eager to succeed are launched
into the biosphere.
David Orr, Earth in Mind, 1994
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“Green Chemistry is the
design of chemical
products and processes that
reduce or eliminate the use
and generation of
hazardous
hazardous substances.”
Paul Anastas

The Twelve Principles of Green Chemistry
1. Preven1on
It is be<er to prevent waste than to treat or clean up waste aQer it has been created.
2. Atom Economy
Synthe%c methods should be designed to maximize the incorpora%on of all materials used in the process into the ﬁnal product.
3. Less Hazardous Chemical Syntheses
Wherever prac%cable, synthe%c methods should be designed to use and generate substances that possess li<le or no toxicity to
human health and the environment.
4. Designing Safer Chemicals
Chemical products should be designed to aﬀect their desired func%on while minimizing their toxicity.
5. Safer Solvents and Auxiliaries
The use of auxiliary substances (e.g., solvents, separa%on agents, etc.) should be made unnecessary wherever possible and
innocuous when used.
6. Design for Energy Eﬃciency
Energy requirements of chemical processes should be recognized for their environmental and economic impacts and should be
minimized. If possible, synthe%c methods should be conducted at ambient temperature and pressure.
7. Use of Renewable Feedstocks
A raw material or feedstock should be renewable rather than deple%ng whenever technically and economically prac%cable.
8. Reduce Deriva1ves
Unnecessary deriva%za%on (use of blocking groups, protec%on/ deprotec%on, temporary modiﬁca%on of physical/chemical
processes) should be minimized or avoided if possible, because such steps require addi%onal reagents and can generate waste.
9. Catalysis
Cataly%c reagents (as selec%ve as possible) are superior to stoichiometric reagents.
10. Design for Degrada1on
Chemical products should be designed so that at the end of their func%on they break down into innocuous degrada%on products
and do not persist in the environment.
11. Real-1me analysis for Pollu1on Preven1on
Analy%cal methodologies need to be further developed to allow for real-%me, in-process monitoring and control prior to the
forma%on of hazardous substances.
12. Inherently Safer Chemistry for Accident Preven1on
Substances and the form of a substance used in a chemical process should be chosen to minimize the poten%al for chemical
accidents, including releases, explosions, and ﬁres.

Tough Ques1ons
What is Chemistry’s role in dealing with EDCs

The First Principles of Green Chemistry:
• Green Chemistry aims to protect life,
• Green Chemistry needs to be interdisciplinary to
be successful and,
• Because of the immense complexity, if funders
want Green Chemistry to succeed, they will need
to back a signiﬁcant sec%on of the ﬁeld in the
long- term.
Collins, T. J. Green Chemistry, Macmillan Encyclopedia of Chemistry, Volume 2, Simon and Schuster
Macmillan, New York, 1997, 691–697

The Chemical Enterprise (CE) and
Sustainability
• Lodafs make today’s CE
categorically unsustainable.
• Our handling of many lodafs today
highlights our personal,
institutional and civilizational
inadequacies.
• The scientific basis and facts of
lodaf threats are undeniable.
• Some lodaf threats are fast-acting.
• Academic, industrial and
regulatory chemistry all need
reality checks and much change to
deal properly with lodafs.
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Can Chemistry Become Sustainable?
Perhaps! Five performances are of equal importance to the value
proposi%on of a sustainable chemical technology: focusing just on
two has led us to innumerable unsustainable technologies.
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Tough Ques1ons
Will the EU CSS follow through in dealing with EDCs
1. Will the EU have a LARGE budget for studying marketplace chemicals for
lodafs/locafs?
2. What will the EU do when it knows a valuable commercial chemical is
elici%ng lodafs/locafs?
3. How will the EU treat an academic who claims that a chemical should be
removed from commerce because it elicits lodafs/locafs—a hero(ine)?,
ignored?, defunded?
4. Is the EU be<er than being part of our failing civiliza%on that cannot even
protect its the reproduc%ve capaci%es of its people because we have all
become so seduced by chemical products and processes including this
that elicit lodafs/locafs?
Moving forward into the future, the EU’s ability to formulate correct answers
to these ques%ons will determine, just for starters, the reproduc%ve vitality of
EU youth.

